In this effort, we propose a new image fusion technique, utilizing Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), for improved face recognition. EMD is a non-parametric datadriven analysis tool that decomposes non-linear nonstationary signals into Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). In this method, we decompose images from different imaging modalities into their IMFs. Fusion is performed at the decomposition level and the fused IMFs are reconstructed to form the fused image. The effect of fusion on face recognition is measured by obtaining the Cumulative Match Characteristics (CMCs) between galleries and probes. Apart from conducting face recognition tests on visible and infrared raw datasets, we use datasets fused by averaging, principal component (PCA) fusion, wavelet based fusion and our method, for comparison. The face recognition rate due to EMD fused images is higher than the face recognition rates due to raw visible, raw infrared and other fused images. Examples of the fused images and illustrative CMC comparison charts are shown.
INTRODUCTION
The integration of imaging modalities towards enrichment of the interpretive information from the image data is called image fusion. It is the capacity of producing a single fused image from a set of input images. The fused image has enhanced information which is more understandable and decipherable for human perception, machine learning and computer vision. The automatic recognition of faces has become an important need in recent years. Face recognition has been addressed with different techniques and has reached a level of saturation in efforts using visible images alone. In spite of the diversity of techniques and tools designed, face recognition is not robust enough to be deployed in uncalibrated or unconditional scenes. The nature of the imaging environment, especially illumination, plays an important role in the efficiency of face recognition systems dependent only on visible images. Infrared images are independent of the ambient illumination. The fusion of visible and infrared image reduces the effects of poor illumination, as shown in Fig. 1 . In the EMD fused image in Fig. l(f) , the left side of the subject's face, the eyeballs and edges of the subject's face are clearer than in the visible image in Fig. 1(a) . In this effort, we fuse visible and infrared face images to increase the face recognition rate. image fused using wavelet based fusion and, (f) image fused using our method.
The major contribution in this paper is the use of EMD to decompose the input images into IMFs for image fusion. Image fusion of multiple imaging modalities has been performed in various ways in the literature. Singh et al. [1] use PCA to decompose images into components for fusion using a genetic algorithm. Fusion is performed by selecting the maximum of the visible and infrared image wavelet coefficients by Li et al. [2] . Major techniques which are widely used as image fusion tools have been identified for comparison tests. We have used the wavelet fusion technique used by Kong et al. [3] , the PCA fusion used in [4] and pixel-by-pixel averaging for comparisons. For our tests, we use Face-it , a renowned face recognition engine, as indicated by Phillips et al in [5] . In the following sections, we elaborate on EMD, the methodology of our fusion scheme and show some of our experimental results. In this paper, we harness the potential of a relatively recent method for analyzing nonlinear and non-stationary datasets developed by Huang et al. [6] . This decomposition method is data-driven and highly effective. Compared to other decomposition methods, EMD has a lower computational complexity. The assumptions, sifting procedure and stopping criteria are explained herewith.
EMD assumptions
Contrary to some of the widely-used decomposition methods, EMD is intuitive and direct, with the basis functions based on and derived from the data. Huang et al. [6] employ EMD for time series data. The assumptions for this method are (1) the signal has at least one pair of extrema; (2) the characteristic time scale is defined by the time between the successive extrema; and, (3) if there are no extrema, and only inflection points, then the signal can be differentiated to realize the extrema, whose IMFs can be extracted. Integration is employed for reconstruction.
Sifting process
The image is converted into a one dimensional vector, X (t), using lexicographical re-arrangement and the extrema of the X(t) are identified and all local maxima are connected by a cubic spline to form the upper envelope. The lower envelope is constructed using the local minima. As per the IMF definition, the decomposition method employs the envelopes defined by the local maxima and minima of the data individually. The point-wise mean of the envelopes is called ml, and is subtracted from the data ro to obtain the first sift of the data h1, by hi = ro -ml . For the first iteration, ro = X(t). In the second sifting iteration, h1 is considered as the data and h1l is calculated by hi] =hi -mn11, (1) where m1l is the mean of the h1 extrema envelopes. The sifting is continued k times and the output of the sifting process, fine to coarse sieves. To retain the physical meanings of the IMF, a standard deviation (SD) based stopping criterion is used. Sifting is terminated if the standard deviation, SD,
computed from two consecutive sifting results, falls below a threshold. The calculation is performed over the length I of the vector, which in our case, is equivalent to the total number of pixels in the image. The isolated IMF, cl contains the finest scale of the signal and we separate cl from the data to get r1 = rO -C1.
The signal, rl, called the residue still holds lower frequency information. In the next iteration, the residue r1 is treated as the new data in place of ro and is sifted. The sifting is performed on all the subsequent residues (rj' s), r-c2 , ....... ,r (6) to realize a complete set of IMFs. The sifting through residuals is stopped when the residue becomes a monotonic function containing no IMF. Reconstruction of the signal is performed using the relation, n X(t)= ci +rn. i=l (7)
IMAGE FUSION USING EMD
The EMD theory was originally proposed for onedimensional data. It has been extended for two-dimensional data in the literature towards image compression [7] and texture analysis [8] . In our implementation, the raw visible and infrared images are vectorized in lexicographical order to imitate time-series data. EMD is performed on these vectors to obtain the visible and infrared IMFs. These components were reconstructed as images to understand their visual significance. The lower IMFs pertain to edges and higher IMFs to illumination information as in Fig 2. hik hl(k-l) -mk ' is obtained. We designate cl, the first IMF, as C1 =hlk .
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In sifting, the finest oscillatory modes are separated from the data, analogous to separating fine particles through a set of () IMF 9 In our previous work [9] , we observed that image fusion is more meaningful if the components being fused are distinct from each other and the reduction of mutual information [10] between visible and infrared IMFs increased the interpretive information of the fused image. At this prereconstruction stage, the visible and infrared IMFs are multiplied by an empirically obtained set of weights that decrease the mutual information between them. For weight selection, various trials are performed with different sets of weights to objectively lower the mutual information between the IMFs while subjectively validating the increasing interpretive content of the fused images. Features from both modalities are well emphasized, making the resultant image richer in features from both the modalities. The compact form of our fusion method is given by,
j=l where F(x,y) is the fused image, os is the weight by which the jth visible IMF is multiplied, Vj is the jth visible IMF, /$j is the weight by which the j th infrared IMF is multiplied, Tj is the j th infrared IMF and k is the number of IMFs.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, the basic experimental construct is the comparison of face recognition performances of a face-recognition engine, namely Face-it@, using raw and fused images as inputs. The visible or infrared images of the Equinox data base are the raw images used in this effort [11] . Our efforts assume coregistered image pairs and the term fused image refers to an image fused by averaging, PCA fusion, wavelet based fusion or our EMD fusion. The face recognition performance, for a given gallery, is measured by the cumulative match characteristic (CMC) obtained by authenticating a set of probe images against the gallery [12] . Gallery images are enrolled in the Face-it® hierarchy, and the rank of the first correct match is observed for every input probe image. Each cumulative match is computed by M 4Z= Q|RJ]' (9) where, Rj is the rank of first correct match for probe j, Mi is the sum of all instances of all R1i's . The total number of probes is denoted by Q, with i being the CMC index. We use subsets of the Equinox database for all our tests. Two sets of experiments, namely the comparison of face recognition performances of raw and fused images, imaged under (1) frontal illumination with neutral facial expression and, (2) poor lateral illumination with different facial expressions, were performed. The gallery is common to both experiments. In addition, the experiments are conducted for raw visible and infrared images to compare against the raw image approach. The gallery and probe images are fused by pixel-by-pixel averaging, PCA fusion, wavelet based fusion and our EMD fusion scheme. In Fig. 3(a-b) , an example of a visible-infrared image pair is shown. Since averaging is a low pass operation, there is a loss of finer detail in the averaged images, as in Fig. 3(c) . In PCA fusion, a finite set of the major principal components are retained for fusion. The loss of information due to the rejection of minor components results in a blurry PCA fused image, as seen in Fig. 3(d) . In Fig. 3(e) , the image fused using wavelet fusion is shown, and coarser details are more visible than in PCA fused or averaged images. In the EMD fused image shown in Fig. 3(f) , a synergy of features from both modalities is seen. The edges on the face are in higher contrast, augmented by the infrared information. The ear lobes are visible and the eyeballs are more distinct than all of the other visible and fused images. The EMD fused image shows the thermal signature of the face with colder nasal area and warmer eye sockets. The thermal information is not as visible in the other fused images. Our fusion scheme augments distinct features from both modalities which contribute to a more discernable fused image. Fig. 3 . (a) Visible image [11] , (b) infrared image [11] , (c) averaged image, (d) image fused using PCA fusion, (e) image fused used wavelet based fusion and, (f) image fused using our EMD method.
In Fig. 4 , results of experiment 1 (CMC between same illumination conditions) is shown. The infrared image alone does not perform well because eye positions are hard to locate. The wavelet fused images have lower face recognition rates as compared to PCA fusion. The low pass action of averaging and the loss of minor components in PCA fusion both lead to loss of detail. PCA fused images and averaged images both have very similar face recognition performances. EMD fused images have a better face recognition rate compared to other raw and fused images. In Fig. 5 
